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About This Game

Concept:
Get ready for a medieval adventure, full of mysteries and brutal monsters.

Play as a little princess who faces against a horde of bloody critters
and an invincible dragon god.

It's told by the legends that the dragon god is born above the earth and beneath the sky.
She grew up with her father, the king of the north, as a lonely princess without any friends.

With the return of the dragon god, the main chronicle of our heroine princess begins.
Princess Rika holds the answer in her heart.

Welcome to God's Death and conquer the enigma of the dragon god!

Key features:
-Customize your heroes by leveling, armors and weapons

-Explore a big overworld map to find special places.
-Unique battle system! There are many skills like magic and items: Killing the enemies with trashy and hard attacks makes a

funny experience.
-Music and tunes by the great music artist Andreas Meilicke

BONUS CONTENT/GAME IN THE GAME FOLDER!
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=> "God's Death III"

Facts:
-Animated battler
-Parallax mapping

-Over 80 Maps
-More than 3 hours of gametime

Story:
A very depressed lonely person in an apocalyptic world,

Aliens will flood the earth. You are the last hope for the humanity!
Travel through a world full of pain and loneliness to

find the way to yourself.
Only with a heart full of light you can save the world!

But you are not all alone.
A witch will accompany you on your way.

Is she friend or enemy?
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Title: GOD's DEATH
Genre: Indie, RPG
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Marco Tancredi
Publisher:
Marco Tancredi
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As someone who loves the original Alien movie this game does a fantastic job of taking the original aesthetic and building on it.
Just like the movie this game becomes incredibly desperate as plan after plan is ruined by panicking humans, the menacing
Working Joe androids and the Alien itself. The game forces you to be brave too. You can hide for a while but the Alien is really
thorough when its senses you and much quicker than you are. The slightest bit of noise and it will be on you in seconds in the
most horrifying ways. It may look like an action shooter to some because it has grenades and guns but it really isn't. It's old-
school horror.. My video review:
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=MSrXLxcM994

I've tried other Racquetball games on the Vive. I've found them boring.
But this game, with it's unique retro atmosphere and variety of play modes, stayed fun for me.

It's also a great workout. I'm glad I bought this.. Done by these developers http:\/\/tapitgames.com\/index.php

A h.o.g (hidden object game) that continues on vaguely form the first. I say vaguely because the first one hardly ever took itself
seriously and almost had a goofy scoobydoo type feel for it. This one on the other hand from get go launches a much more adult
subject and story line and tries somewhat to mimic a 'shutter island' type of adventure.

The story begins with you getting asked by someone to investigate a secluded assylum. When you get there you get greeted with
a 'nothing to see here go back' only to have someone immediately commit suicide in front of you. From that point on you begin
to realise that there must be some really crazy people in there and there is. One of the most disturbing I came across was a guy
whose whole life ambition must be to become a 'crazy cat lady'. The art room was full of paintings of 'mr mittens'. Disturbing i
tell you.

There are a number of face palm moments in game like when a guy in a neighbouring cell just happens to have a stick of
dynamite to give you, apparently they are easy to get in an assylum. But there are also many clever moments in the game too,
like how you have to stop a dripping tap, and even the shot gun trap at the beginning.

I really liked the music in the game, though repititive, but it really did build the suspense at certain moments. The graphics had
its moments, for instance there is one scene where a guy is placed in a wheel chair that disappears and magically reappears after
you click on something and when owen is lying in bed you can make his head disappear lol. Don't ask me how, but you can.
Hence in some area's it just seemed rushed to get the product finished by maybe a certain dead line. What further makes me
feel this way is the fact that there are no rewards for the person after they have finished. No secret room, no prequel little
adventure, no photo gallery, no behind the scenes gift. Nothing where the developer says 'THANKYOU' to the customer and fan
base.
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Instead for those that want 100% achievement rating they will be forced to play the whole thing again and play mahjong instead
of hidden objects, and if you have missed certain clues along the way you may be forced to play a 3rd time. This is where the
game, since it has very little replay value begins to get tedious. I really wish they would stop doing that.

A lot of people have stated that they found the twists and turns in the plot to be many and they were suprised to find out who the
murderer was. REALLY? Seriously I guessed it pretty much straight away. It's not hard to work out that if they say a certain
person is the murderer, you can bet your bottom dollar that they aren't. And how hard is it to work out that the murderer is the
person NOT dying. Seriously as soon as you show up people start dying everywhere around you. So much so that I was really
surprised that none of the characters pointed their finger at me and said, "YOU ARE THE MURDERER".

While i enjoyed the ending, I did not quite understand what they were trying to say. Were the developers trying to say that some
murderers are just misunderstood people and really nice people inside? Oh that's nice to know. Jeffery Dharmer why dont you
come around to my house for a BBQ? Lets be friends...

No doubt your curious now, buy the game when it goes on sale...

If you enjoyed reading this review feel free to subscribe to my curator page. Thanks...

http:\/\/store.steampowered.com\/curator\/6843548\/. Meh. Not nearly as good as the first True Fear, which I have played four
or five times. This game I'll probably never play again. I waited five years for the story to continue and still no conclusion or
answers. Hopefully another five years will not pass before we find out what the heck is going on with Her and Holly! After
playing this one I'm not sure if I care anymore.. Fun but short game.
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Great fantasy game with interesting pvp type aspects. wasted my money on this game i buyed it 100% dead need my money
back. ONLY buy this game if you have a group of friends to play with.
There are NO servers EVER (somtimes, but it's always a private match).. Loved this game since I first played it in the late
2000's, and I love it now! Great game to pass the time and the story/world building is spot on as usual!. There are a handful of
turn-based strategy games that are simple but deep enough to keep me immersed, this is one them. I bought the game yesterday
and manage to in 12 hours in it already.
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